Lateral Transfer without draw sheet

1. APPLY the Pink Slip™ under the patient utilizing the “log roll” or similar technique.

2. POSITION the Pink Slip™ under patient so that its edge is parallel and just past the patient’s midline as shown.

3. TRANSFER patient by pushing on patient’s shoulder and just below hip, while the other caregiver lifts patient’s legs. This procedure should go easily and unforced.

4. REMOVE the Pink Slip™ carefully by pulling on the bottom side of the Pink Slip™. Log roll patient if necessary to assist with this procedure.

Lateral Transfer with draw sheet

1. APPLY the Pink Slip™ under draw sheet as shown utilizing the “log roll” or similar technique.

2. POSITION the Pink Slip™ under patient so that its edge is parallel and just past the patient’s midline as shown.

3. TRANSFER patient with caregivers facing each other and patient between them. This procedure should go easily and unforced.

4. REMOVE the Pink Slip™ carefully by pulling on the bottom side of the Pink Slip™. Log roll patient if necessary to assist with this procedure.
Reposition with one caregiver

1. APPLY the Pink Slip™ under the patient utilizing the "log roll" or similar technique.

2. POSITION the Pink Slip™ completely under patient and approximately 12 inches above patient’s head as shown.

3. REPOSITION by instructing patient to bend their knees and lift buttocks slightly. Apply pressure against patient’s feet to increase traction. Next, instruct patient to push themselves with their knees upward in bed.

4. REMOVE the Pink Slip™ carefully by pulling on the bottom side of the Pink Slip™. Log roll patient if necessary to assist with this procedure.

Reposition with two caregivers

1. APPLY the Pink Slip™ under the patient utilizing the "log roll" or similar technique.

2. POSITION the Pink Slip™ completely under patient and approximately 12 inches above patient’s head as shown. Apply draw sheet under patient’s legs then gently pull until it is next to patient’s buttocks.

3. REPOSITION patient by pulling on draw sheet as shown. Caregivers should be in line with the patient’s shoulders with a firm hand-hold of the draw sheet. The draw sheet should be approximately 20 degrees from horizontal.

4. REMOVE the Pink Slip™ carefully by pulling on the bottom side of the Pink Slip™. Log roll patient if necessary to assist with this procedure.